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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we consider positive solutions of the initial value problem
y 1
ybw w9 9 y w9 q w s 0, y ) 0, 1.1 .  .
b q 2 b q 2
w 0 s h , w9 0 s 1, 1.2 .  .  .
where 0 - b - ` and h is a positive parameter. Such a problem arises in
the study of the quenching rate for the solution of a singular diffusion
equation as
n y 1
yb ybu s u u q u u , 0 - r - R , t ) 0, .t r rr r
u 0, t s 0, u R , t s y1, t ) 0, .  .r r
1.3 .
u r , 0 s u r , 0 - r - R . .  .0
w xIn 3 we proved that there is a finite time T such that
u r , t ) 0 for 0 F r - R and lim u R , t s 0. .  .
ytªT
Moreover, we derived the estimate
 .  .1r bq2 1r bq2C T y t F u R , t F C T y t . 1.4 .  .  .  .2 1
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Introduce the rescaled solution
 .y1r bq2w y , s s T y t u r , t .  .  .
 . .y1r bq2.  .with the similarity variables y s R y r T y t , s s ylog T y t .
Then w solves the equation
n y 1 y 1
yb yby1 2 ybw sw w yb w w q w w y w q ws y y y y ysr bq2. bq2 bq2yyRe
1.5 .
 . sr bq2. 4in the domain W s y, s : 0 - y - Re ; s ) ylog T and satisfies
the conditions
w 0, s s 1, w Resr bq2. , s s 0, s ) ylog T , .  .y y
1.6 .
w y , ylog T s Ty1r bq2.u R y yT 1r bq2. . .  .0
 .  .It is easily seen that the stationary problem of 1.5 ] 1.6 corresponds to
 .  .1.1 ] 1.2 .
Over the past few years many authors have studied the following initial
value problem
n y 1 r
yq¨ 0 q y ¨ ¨ 9 q f ¨ s 0, r ) 0, . /r 2 1.7 .
¨ 0 s h , ¨ 9 0 s 0. .  .
It is shown that the existence and nonexistence of global positive solutions
 .  .of 1.7 are mainly determined by the choice of parameters in f ¨ .
Furthermore, the asymptotic behavior of solutions has been established for
a certain class of nonlinearities. For further details, we refer the reader to
w x w xRefs. 2, 4]7, 10, 11, 14 for the case q s 0 and to Refs. 1, 8, 9, 12, 13 for
the case q ) 0.
 .The results in this paper are distinct from those for 1.7 . We show that
 .  .the existence and nonexistence of global solutions of 1.1 ] 1.2 heavily
rely on the values of h. We also show that the asymptotic behavior of
solutions varies according to different choices of b. To be specific, we
state the following theorems.
THEOREM 1. For small h, there exists a finite y such that the solutionÃ
 .  .  .w y of 1.1 ] 1.2 blows up in y and satisfiesÃ
1rbb q 21rblim w y y y y s . 1.8 .  .  .Ã  /b yyªyÃ Ã
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THEOREM 2. Suppose that h is large.
 .i If 0 - b - 1, there exist a finite y and a positi¨ e constant c suchÄ 1
 .  .  .that the solution w y of 1.1 ] 1.2 terminates at y and satisfiesÄ
 .1r by1lim w y y y y s c . 1.9 .  .  .Ä 1
yªyÄ
 .  .  .ii If b s 1, there exists a global solution of 1.1 ] 1.2 satisfying
lim yy1 log w y s c 1.10 .  .2
yª`
with c a negati¨ e constant.2
 .  .  .iii If 1 - b - `, the solution of 1.1 ] 1.2 exists globally. More-
o¨er,
a lim w y y1r by1. s c for 1 - b - 2; 1.11 .  .  .3
yª`
’b lim w y y log y s 1 for b s 2; 1.12 .  .  .
yª`
c c Fw y y2r b F c as y ª ` for b ) 2, 1.13 .  .  .5 4
 .where the c i s 3, 4, 5 are all positi¨ e constants.i
 .It is worth noting that the estimate 1.13 is possibly the best result that
we can obtain, for numerical computations indicate that the function
 .  . 2r bf y s w y y possesses an oscillatory property for sufficiently large y,
 .which implies that f y may not tend to a limit as y ª `.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we prove Theorem 1. We
then prove Theorem 2 in Section 3.
2. BLOW-UP OF SOLUTIONS
To conduct our discussions in the sequel, we first convert problem
 .  .1.1 ] 1.2 into its equivalent forms. For 0 - b - 1 and b ) 1, by means
1yb  .  .of the transformation h s w , 1.1 ] 1.2 can be written as
1
br1yb . 1r1yb .h0 y yh h9 q b y 1 h s 0, y ) 0, 2.1 .  .
b q 2
h 0 sh1yb , h9 0 s 1 y b hyb . 2.2 .  .  .  .
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 .  .For b s 1, letting h s log w, 1.1 ] 1.2 becomes
1
h hh0 y ye h9 y e s 0, y ) 0, 2.3 . .
3
h 0 s log h , h9 0 s hy1 . 2.4 .  .  .
We begin with the proof of Theorem 1 for the case 0 - b - 1. If
 xa ) 1rb and h is small, we claim that there is a point y g 0, ah such0
 .  . w xthat h0 y s 0. Otherwise, h0 y - 0 for y g 0, ah , and it follows that0
 .  . yb  .  .  . ybh9 y - 1 y b h . Thus we find that h y F h 0 q 1 y b h y, which
yields
1yb w xh y F 1 q a 1 y b h for y g 0, ah . 2.5 .  .  . .
 .Upon integration of 2.1 we then have
y1 2
yb 1r1yb . 1r1yb .h9 y s 1 y b h q yh y y h x dx .  .  .  .H
b q 2 b q 2 0
2a  .1r 1ybyb 2) 1 y b h y 1 q a 1 y b h .  . .
b q 2
G 0, 2.6 .
w   ..1r1yb .  .xy1r bq2.provided h F 2a 1 q a 1 y b r b q 2 ' h .1
We now consider
y s g y 2.7 .  .
 .  .  .  .  .  .with g y s 1 y b h y rh9 y . In view of 2.5 and 2.6 , we find that
1 q a 1 y b h1yb . .
g y F F ah , .  .1r 1ybyb 2h y 2ar b q 2 1 q a 1 y b h .  . .  .
w 2  ..1r1yb .  . .xy1r bq2.provided h F 2a 1 q a 1 y b r b q 2 ab y 1 '
 4  . w xh . Hence when h F min h , h , 0 - g y F ah for y g 0, ah , which2 1 2
 . w x  .means that g y has a fixed point y in 0, ah . Consequently, h0 y s 0.0 0
 .  .  .We then claim that h0 y ) 0 for y ) y , since setting c y s yh9 y y0
 .  .1 y b h y we find that
1
br1yb .c 9 s b h9 q yh0 ) yh c , y ) y ,0b q 2
c y s 0. .0
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 .Therefore h9 y is monotonically increasing for y G y , and it follows0
that
y 2
h y s h y q h9 x dx F yh9 y for y G y ) y . .  .  .  .H0 1 0 /2 y by0
2.8 .
From now on, without causing any confusion, we may use c to denote
 .  .various positive constants. By virtue of 2.1 and 2.8 , we have
b
br1yb . b r1yb .h0 G yh h9 G ch h9 for y G y . 2.9 .12 b q 2 .
 .Integrating the above relation and noticing the fact that h y ª ` as
y ª `, we can observe
1r1yb . 1r1yb . 1r1yb .h9 y G h9 y q c h y y h y G ch y 2.10 .  .  .  .  .  .1 1
 .  .  .for sufficiently large y. Since 1r 1 y b ) 1, 2.10 implies that h y
 .blows up in a finite y, and so does w y .Ã
 .  .  .We then study the blow-up behavior of w y . By 2.10 and lim h yy ª yÃ
s q`, it is easily seen that
h y .
lim s 0. 2.11 .
h9 yyªy  .Ã
Applying L'Hopital's rule, we obtainÃ
y y y 1 y b h1r1yb . y .Ã
lim s lim
br by1. b h9 yh yyªy yªy  . .Ã Ã
b q 2 h9 y .
s lim
b yh9 y y 1 y b h yyªy  .  .  .Ã
b q 2
s , 2.12 .
b yÃ
1yb  .which, combined with h s w , leads to 1.8 .
Next we prove Theorem 1 for the case b s 1. To this end, letting
 .  .  .  .k y s h9 y , we further write 2.3 ] 2.4 into
h yH k x . d x0k9 s e yk y 1 , y ) 0, 2.13 .  .
3
k 0 s hy1 . 2.14 .  .
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 xWe first show that for small h, there exists a y g 0, 2h such that0
 . y1  .  .k y s y . Integrating Eq. 2.13 over 0, y we obtain0 0
yh xy1 H k z . d z0k y s h y e 1 y xk x dx. 2.15 .  .  . .H3 0
 . y1 .Define g y s k y and consider
y s g y . .
 .  . y1 w xIf there is no such y , then 1 y yk y ) 0 and k y F h for y g 0, 2h .0
 .Thus, in view of 2.15 we find
y1yh xy1 H k z . d z0g y F h y e dx . H /3 0
y1yh
y1 x rhF h y e dxH /3 0
y12h
y1 2F h y e y 1 . /3
F 2h , 2.16 .
  2 ..1r3  .provided h F 3r2 e y 1 . The above inequality implies that g y has
 xa fixed point in 0, 2h , which is a contradiction.
 .  .Secondly, we show that w y blows up in a finite y. Since k9 y sÃ 0
 .  . H0y0 k x . d x  .  . y10, k0 y s hr3 e k y ) 0, we find that k y s y is the min-0 0 0 0
 .  . y1imum of k. Thus h9 y s k y G y for y ) 0. Moreover,0
y 1 y y0h h hh0 G e h9 q e y 1 G e h9 for y G 2 y . 2.17 .0 /6 3 2 y 30
 .  .Integrating 2.17 from 2 y to y and noticing the fact that h y ª ` as0
y ª `, we can see that
h9 y G h9 2 y q c eh y . y eh2 y0 . G ceh y . 2.18 .  .  .  .0
 .  .for y large enough. Hence h y blows up in y, and so does w y .Ã
 .  .We then study the blow-up behavior of w y . Integrating Eq. 1.1 over
 .0, y and dividing by w, we obtain
yw9 1 y 2
s q y w x dx. 2.19 .  .H2 hw 3 3ww 0
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 .  . y  .Since lim w y s q` and lim 1rw H w x dx s lim wrw9 sy ª y y ª y 0 y ª yÃ Ã Ã
 .  .lim 1rh9 s 0, by 2.19 we findy ª yÃ
y1w9 3
lim w y y y y s lim s . .  .Ã 2 / ywyªy yªyÃ Ã Ã
Finally we present the proof of Theorem 1 for the case b ) 1. We first
 x  .claim that for small h, there is a point y g 0, 2h such that h0 y s 0.0 0
 .  Assume to the contrary that yh9 q b y 1 h ) 0. Let d s min 1r2 b y
. 4  .  . yb  .  1 , 1 . For 0 F y F dh, h9 y G 1 y b h , and thus h y G 1 y b y
. . 1yb  . 1yb1 d h G 1r2 h . On the other hand, for dh - y F 2h, from the
 .  .  .  . by1inequality yh9rh - b y 1 ry we obtain h dh rh y - 2rd , which
 .  . by1  .leads to h y ) dr2 h dh . Therefore for 0 F y F 2h, we have that
 .  . . by1 1ybh y ) 1r2 dr2 h . Such a lower bound implies the monotonicity
 . w xof h y on 0, 2h , since
y2 b y 1 .
1r1yb .h9 y - h9 0 q h x dx .  .  .H
b q 2 0
b y 1
yb 3 by4.r by1. 2- 1 y b h q 2 h .
d b q 2 .
F 0, 2.20 .
  . 4y3b .r by1..1r bq2.provided h F d b q 2 2 ' h .1
Consider
y s g y .
 .  .  .   ..  . 1yb  .with g y s b y 1 h y r yh9 y . Since h y F h , by 2.20 we have
h1yb
g y F F 2h , . yb 3 by4.r by1. 2h y 1rd b q 2 2 h . .
y1r bq2.  .provided h F 2 h ' h . Thus if h F h , g y has a fixed point in1 2 2
w x  .0, 2h , which contradicts the assumption that h0 y ) 0.
 .  .  .  .Define c y s yh9 y q b y 1 h y . Then c satisfies
1
br1yb .c 9 s b h9 q yh0 - yh c , y ) y ,0b q 1
c y s 0, .0
 .  .and it follows that c y - 0 for y ) y , which means that h0 y -0
 .  .0, h9 y - 0 for y ) y . Hence h y must terminate at a finite y, that is,Ã0
 .lim w y s q`.y ª yÃ
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 .The blow-up behavior of w y can be investigated as for the case b s 1,
and the proof of Theorem 1 is completed.
3. TERMINATION AND GLOBAL EXISTENCE
In this section we start with the proof of Theorem 2 for the case
 1yb .  . 40 - b - 1. We first show that for a - min 2 y 1 r 1 y b , 1 and
 x  .large h, there exists a y g 0, ah such that h9 y s 0. Suppose it is not
 . w x  .true. Then h0 y - 0 for y g 0, ah , since if h0 ah s 0 for someÄ
 .a 0 - a F a , we would haveÄ Ä
ahh9 ah y 1 y b h ah - ahh9 0 y 1 y b h 0 .  .  .  .  .  .Ä Ä Ä Ä
s y 1 y a 1 y b h1yb , .  .Ä
 .  . w xwhich implies that h0 ah - 0. From h0 y - 0 on 0, ah , it follows thatÄ
 .  .  . yb  .   . . 1ybh y F h 0 q 1 y b h y. In particular, h ah F 1 q 1 y b a h .
 .Thus, upon integration of 2.1 we find
a  .1r 1ybybh9 ah - 1 y b h q 1 q 1 y b a .  .  . .
b q 2
2a
2 2=h y h F 0, 3.1 .
b q 2
  .w   . .1r1yb .x4y1r bq2.  .if h G ar b q 2 2 y 1 q 1 y b a . Inequality 3.1
 .ensures the existence of y at which h9 s 0. Furthermore, in view of 2.1 ,
 .such a y is unique. Hence h9 y - 0 for y ) y, which in turn yields that
 .h0 y - 0 for all y ) 0. From the above discussion, we can conclude that
 .  .  .there exists a y ) y such that h y s 0. Consequently, w y s 0.Ä Ä Ä
 .  .As for 1.9 , by means of 1.1 , it suffices to show that
w1yb y . yblim s b y 1 lim w y w9 y .  .  .
y y yyªy yªyÄ ÄÄ
yb y 1
s lim yw y y yw y y 2 w x dx .  .  .H /b q 2 yªyÄ y
s c . 3.2 .Ä1
Next we prove Theorem 2 for the case b s 1. We first focus our
 .  .  .1r3attention on problem 2.13 ] 2.14 . For h G 12 , we assert that there
 .  .  .exists a y g 0, h such that k y s 0. To this end, we show that k9 y - 0
w x  . w .for y g 0, h . Suppose that there is a y such that k9 y - 0 for y g 0, y0 0
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 .  . y1  .  .and k9 y s 0, i.e., k y s y . It then follows that k y - k 0 , i.e.,0 0 0 0
y1 y1  .y - h , which implies that y ) h. We may assume that k y ) 0 for0 0
w .  . w x  .y g 0, h . From k9 y - 0 on 0, h , for any fixed a 0 - a - 1 we have
w x  . y1  y  . .  ..that on 0, ah , 0 - k y - h , and exp H k x dx 1 y yk y ) 1 y a .0
 .  . y1  . .Making use of 2.15 then gives k y - h y hr3 1 y a y. In particu-
 . y1 3 .lar, letting a s 1r2, one can see that k hr2 - h 1 y h r12 F 0,
 .  .  .which contradicts the assumption. Since k9 y - 0, k y - 0 and k9 y - 0
w .  .for y ) y. Let 0, y be the maximal existence interval for w y . We showh
 .  .that y s `. Consider 2.3 . If y - `, then lim h y s y` andh h y ª yh
 .  .lim h9 y s y`. On the other hand, integrating 2.3 from 0 to y wey ª yh
find
yy 2
h h x .h9 y s h9 0 q e y e dx , 3.3 .  .  .H3 3 0
 .which indicates that h9 y cannot tend to negative infinity. The contradic-
 .  .tion implies that h y exists globally, and so does w y .
 .  .  .We then establish 1.10 . Since k h - 0, k y F ym for y G h, where
m is a positive constant. Thus we have
y
h y s h h q k x dx F m y my 3.4 .  .  .  .H 1
h
 .  .with m s h h q mh ) 0. Such a bound on h y guarantees that 0 -1
` h x . h y .  .  .H e dx - ` and lim ye s 0. By 3.3 we can see that h9 y ish y ª`
 .  .uniformly bounded from below by a constant. Since h0 y s k9 y - 0, it
 .follows that lim h9 y exists. Hence, applying L'Hopital's rule we findÃy ª`
log w y w9 y .  .
lim s lim s lim h9 y s c . . 2y w yyª` yª` yª` .
Finally we present the proof of Theorem 2 for the case b ) 1. We first
   . by1.  .4show that for a - min 1rb , 1 y 2r3 r b y 1 and large h, there
 x  .exists a y g 0, ah such that h9 y s 0. Assume to the contrary that
 . w x  . w x  .h9 y - 0 on 0, ah . Then h0 y ) 0 for y g 0, ah , since if h0 ah s 0Ä
 .  .  . ybfor some a 0 - a F a , we would have that h9 y ) 1 y b h onÄ Ä
 x  .   . . 1yb  x0, ah , which yields that h y ) 1 y b y 1 a h on 0, ah , and thusÄ Ä Ä
 .  .  .  . . 1yb  .ahh9 ah q b y 1 h ah ) b y 1 1 y ba h G 0, i.e., h0 ah )Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä
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0. We can further find
1
br1yb .h0 y s h yh9 q b y 1 h .  .
b q 2
1
b 1ybG h b y 1 1 y ab h .  .
b q 2
b y 1 1 y ab .  .
s h , 3.5 .
b q 2
 .  . w xsince h y F h 0 for y g 0, ah . Integrating the above inequality over
 .  .  . yb  . .  .0, y then gives that h9 y G 1 y b h q b y 1 1 y ab h yr b q 2
 x  .  .w  . 2  .for y g 0, ah . In particular, h9 ah G b y 1 a 1 y ab h r b q 2
yb x w .  .x1r bq2.y h G 0 if h G b q 2 ra 1 y ab . This is a contradiction.
 .  .  .Since h0 y ) 0, h9 y ) 0 and h0 y ) 0 for y ) y. Moreover, from
 .w yb 1r1yb .  .   .. y 1r1yb . . xh9 s 1 y b h q yh r b q 2 y 2r b q 2 H h x dx ,0
 .  .it follows that h y exists globally, and so does w y .
 .We then investigate the asymptotic behavior of w y .
 .  .  .Case 1. 1 - b - 2. Since h9 y ) 0, h0 y ) 0 for y g y, ` , there
 .  .exist a y ) y and a constant m ) 0 such thatÄ
h y ) my for y G y. 3.6 .  .Ä
Therefore we have
y y br1yb .m b y 1 . .br 1ybb r1yb .  by2.r by1.zh z dz - z mz dz- x .  .H H 2 y bx x
for y ) x G y. 3.7 .Ä
 . 1r bq2. y b r1yb . .  .Let f y; x, h s e H zh z dz. Dividing Eq. 2.1 by f andx
 .integrating over y, y , we obtainÄ
y 1r1yb .h9 y b y 1 h x .  .
s h9 y q dx , .Ä Hf y ; y , h b q 2 f x ; y , h .  .Ä ÄyÄ
 .  .which, by virtue of 3.6 and 3.7 , leads to
yb y 1
1r1yb .h9 y s h9 y f y ; y , h q h x f y ; x , h dx .  .  .  .  .Ä Ä H
b q 2 yÄ
21r1yb .m b y 1 .
 by2.r by1.- h9 y q y .Ä Ä
b q 2 2 y b .  .
m br1yb . b y 1 .
 by2.r by1.= exp y . 3.8 .Ä /b q 2 2 y b .  .
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 .Since h0 ) 0, lim h9 y exists, and we findy ª`
w1yb y . yblim s lim 1 y b w y w9 y s lim h9 y s c . .  .  .  . Ä3yyª` yª` yª`
 .Case 2. b s 2. Equation 2.1 now takes the form
1
y2h0 s h yh9 q h . 3.9 .  .
4
 .  .Since h9 y ) 0 for y g y, ` , we have
1
y1h0 h9 G h h9 for y G y. 3.10 .
4
 .Upon integration of 3.10 from y to y we obtain
1 12h9 y G log h y y log h y , .  .  . .
2 2
 .which implies that for y ) y 4 1 ,Ä
1 1’’h9 y G log h y G log y , 3.11 .  .  .
2 3
 .  .  .since h y ) my. Integrating 3.11 over y, y then givesÄ
y1 1 1 dx’ ’h y s h y q y log y y y log y y .  .Ä Ä Ä H3 3 3 ’log xyÄ
1 1 y y yÄ’ ’G y log y y y log y y ,Ä Ä
3 3 ’3 log yÄ
which indicates that for sufficiently large y
1 ’h y G y log y . 3.12 .  .
4
 .  .Taking 3.11 and 3.12 into account, we find
yh9 y h9 y q yh0 y 1 y2 y .  .  .
lim s lim s 1 q lim q s 1.2 /h y h9 y 4 hh9hyª` yª` yª` .  .
3.13 .
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 .  .Making use of 3.9 and 3.13 , we also find
1 yh9 y 1 1 .
lim h y h0 y s lim q s . 3.14 .  .  .
4 h y 4 2yª` yª`  .
Thus, applying L'Hopital's rule we obtainÃ
y2 log y
2 2lim w y y log y s lim . 2h yyª` yª`  .
yh9 y log y .
s lim lim 2 /  /h yyª` yª` . h9 y . .
1 h y 1 .
s lim lim / /2 yh9 y h y h0 yyª` yª` .  .  .
s 1. 3.15 .
 .  .Case 3. b ) 2. Since h9 y ) 0 on y, ` , we have
b y 1
1r1yb .h9h0 G h h9 for y G y. 3.16 .
b q 2
 .  .Upon integration of 3.16 over y, y we obtain
22 b y 1 .2  by2.r by1.  by2.r by1.h9 G h y y h y , 3.17 .  .  .  .2b y 4
which implies that for y ) y with y large,Ä Ä
b y 1
 by2.r2 by1.h9 G h y . 3.18 .  .
2’b y 4
 .  .Integrating 3.18 over y, y then givesÄ
b
br2 by1. b r2 by1.h y G h y q y y y .  .  .Ä Ä
2’2 b y 4
b
G y for y G 2 y. 3.19 .Ä
2’4 b y 4
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Thus, there exists a positive constant c such thatÄ4
2 by1.r b wh y G c y on 0, ` . 3.20 .  ..Ä4
 .Furthermore, with the help of 3.20 we have
yy 2
yb 1r1yb . 1r1yb .h9 y s b y 1 yh y h y q h x dx .  .  .  .H /b q 2 b q 2 0
y2 b y 1 .
1r1yb . y2r b- c x dxÄ H4b q 2 0
2b b y 1 .
1r1yb .  by2.r bs c y , 3.21 .Ä42b y 4
which yields that there exists another positive constant c such thatÄ5
h y F c y2 by1.r b for y 4 1. 3.22 .  .Ä5
 .  . 1ybA combination of 3.20 and 3.22 in conjunction with h s w then
 .gives 1.13 , and the proof of Theorem 2 is completed.
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